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University Lecture Halls

Distance Learning Centers

The TAIDEN conferencing microphone system used in
university lecture halls supports increased intelligibility for
the students and turns them into active participants in a
student-instructor interaction.

Conferencing systems help to automate the
teleconference process required to tie classrooms
together for distance learning applications by controlling
the cameras to follow the open microphone.

Student microphones are available with polling buttons
that will allow the instructor to measure retention percentage levels with a few quick questions. The distribution of
answers can be displayed on audience screens.

Whenever a student microphone is activated, the
cameras will pan/tilt/zoom to the location of that student.
This process can be completely automated, or allow
for a video technician to fine tune the camera shot for
broadcast. The instructor can have touch-screen control
over the activation of the student microphone.

Flush-mounted or table-top units: students can position the
devices away from their notebooks
Onboard speakers: each student can hear the professor and
fellow students clearly
Polling buttons (optional): let the professor gage how
well the students are understanding the material
Instructor control: students request to speak and the
instructor can activate microphones via a touch panel

Multi-Purpose Meeting Spaces

Board of Directors Chambers

Many universities have multi-purpose meeting spaces for
various departments and groups to meet. These rooms are
often outfitted with movable tables that can be set up in a
variety of configurations.

Whether your school board meets in a permanent facility
or travels from one location to the next, Media Vision has a
solution that will fit your needs.

Media Vision offers the perfect solution in our complete
all-in-one portable conference microphone. These
systems are user-friendly and can be set up and operated
by non-technical personnel. They come packaged in a
rolling storage case so that they can be easily transported
from room to room.

With optional features such as software that manages
your agenda and allows you to vote or poll, language
interpretation capability, and digital recording into WAV or
MP3 formats, you will be able to capture valuable meeting
information and archive it for future reference.

Wired or wireless units: lightweight and robust design
for portable use
No interference: system is immune to RF interferences from
smartphones or Wi-Fi networks
Digital recording: record meeting sessions into WAV or
MP3 formats with date and time stamp
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